ROYAL PD2

Royal's PD2 Pedodontic chair is identical to the GP2, except it incorporates a 4" shorter toe board and flatter seat cushion. These modifications facilitate a smaller patient by providing a flatter contour when reclined in the supine position. The PD2 incorporates a slim back to facilitate positioning and healthy ergonomics for the dental professional. The PD2 provides the convenience of electro-mechanical height and recline adjustment.

PD2 SPECIALTY CHAIR
PEDO

STANDARD FEATURES
- Shorter, flatter seat cushion for smaller patients
- Motorized height & recline control
- Basic, extendable headrest
- No rotation (360° base rotation optional)
- Control switches on back panel (right side)
- Automatic return (AR)
- Slim back with swing-up armrests
- Optional contoured back, available with & without arms
- Easy-care, replaceable upholstery

MADE IN USA

CONTOUR BACK
Optional contoured back with arms

CONTOUR BACK
Optional contoured back w/o arms

ARMRESTS
Standard swing-up armrests

ARTICULATING HEADREST
Easily positions the oral cavity (upgrade)